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MOULDINGS
Chair rails

The baseboards

The Ogees (cornices)

Guaranteed success with the Exact-Angle moldings for installation
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The accessories
for laying moldings.
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There are lots of moldings, but a single tool, the Exact -Angle Inno-V can you
ensure guaranteed success. You’ll see why people say it’s hard to cut an ogee, it’s as simple
cut an ogee that a plinth, the error is that it does not cut the plinth to the right degree. Here
is the error to cut the level of the wall.

85 ° angle of the wall
The mistake is to cut 85 °

The error is more obvious
the ogee

Neither the baseboard and the ogee were cut to the right degree. We must make the difference between the result (85 °) and the degree to cut.
The degree to be cut is the complementary angle to your result here is the formula
moulure- degree of opening = the degree to cut ie (180 ° -85 ° = 95 ° to the degree cut)

We took the cup at 95
Here in calculation 180 ° - 95 ° = 85 ° the result which is the angle of the
wall.
85 ° angle of the wall
Perfect
But cut to 95 °
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When the wall is perfectly at 90, you do not
have a problem because the result is the
same on each side.

The result

The degree to cut

The Right-Angle Inno-V has two different dials, the rapporteur dial that gives the result.
And lined dial that gives the exact amount to be cut to get the right result without calculation and risk of error. Simply hold the different way of reading rule
research .

The micrometer drive style is as
accurate as a standard
electronics but without damage
to the environment.
If the player happens between
2 lines add the number of the
player secondary or 1,2,3,4,
which is a continuous line with a
line within the window.
And if it is not completely
Online you are .5 degree.
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N

ow that you know baseboards and chair rails cut to the right degree of ogees we
will cut. We’ll start with the inverted cap method.

Draw a sketch of the room to
molding. Fig, A.
Measure the distance to the place where
the going molding position. Fig.B
Take the degree of the wall with the
Dial lined either the open rule.
The side of the thumbs
leaning against the wall,
for internal angles .Fig.C

Fig.A

Fig.B

And the metric side
lean against the wall,
for external angles .Fig.D
Fig.C

Fig.D
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Fig.C

Fig.D
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ow we’re going to make patterns
starting for internal and external angles.

Make a first cut line 45 ° Freezes if your angle is
90 ° (corner int.) Slide your molding a distance
of about 6 inches, made a second cut line (corner
ext.) Fig.F
Repeat the same operation for the next
Opposite.
Mark not to mislead.

Fig,E

Fig.F

Fig.G

Fig.H

Fig.I

Now you have your starting template for internal and external angles, Fig.J
identify les.Fig.G
Position the template as it should be and draw lines on each side of gabarit.Fig.H
Measure the distance of the line, this measure’ll guide you to place your molding in place
.Fig.I
Mark the height of your worn ogee moldings for your départ.Fig.K
Fig.J

Fig,K
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Before cutting, place your ogee
as he poses on the wall and mark
with a pencil strokes on each side
of the ridge is on the apron and
backguard it your saw it’ll tell
you if you move and you’re good
instead, (overflow can cause paint)
I’ll cut the inverted ceiling molding (the side of the ogee that
touches the ceiling will be reversed
on the apron of the saw and the
side that
touching the wall build on the backsplash of the saw. It’s easier to see your able to cut. For
your measurement is from the cup.
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Place your molding to measure trace
and the opposite side adjust
your inside corner with
your template.
When the wedge is in its place
drop your template and
nail it with your
pneumatic nailer or other.
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Take your measurement at or arises
your molding.
To cut the outer corners, the saw must
to turn away from your length
molding to be cut.

Adjust your external area with
your starting template.
When your area is well position
the nail without moving.
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If you have to install a molding with an
internal angle and external angle,
you must insert your inner corner first.

If your room you have a corridor,
you must insert the bottom of the molding
first corridor to facilitate you
installation. Always take the angle of the
wall and the length of the
molding in place or she will ask.

Always use
your templates
departures to
achieve
perfect corners,
because even if you
cut your
molding with the
exact degree. There
are still pitfalls like
excess paste
to seal at the corners.
The ceiling here
is rendered which
does not help to
properly bond the
ceiling molding.
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How connections joints.
Press your right molding
the head of your saw cut
at an angle of 30 ° suggested, the
2 moldings that must
connect, without changing the
angle
Saw 30 °, 30 ° why
because its end is
less fragile.
Make your joint
reverse connection to your
eye vision this will make the
invisible .

Position your seal
connection and
nail on each side
the gasket to secure it.

If your connection joint
arrives near a corner
molding or (int or ext.).
Then cut your trim
for at least one
raised molding around
12 ‘for connecting
that’ll make it easy on
connection and will distance
connections for a
better.
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Holding the Exact-Angle
open and right and pressing the side of the thumbs
against the wall for internal angles and supporting
metrics side against the wall
external angles success is
guaranteed because the reading is done on the dial
lined, one that gives you the
true exact degree to cut.

They always use
the Exact-Angle for perfect
corners because if you put the
wood molding, you have no
room for error because you
can not cover up your mistake.
Then for good result
The Exact -Angle is there.
We are going to show you
what is dope.
The side of the ridge does not fit perfectly to the ceiling because of its plaster.
Then we will apply the paste to cover the opening and we’re going to remove excess
with a damp cloth.
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The Exact-Angle
you
states with
windows all moldings
are cut
with the dial
ruled here
please.

I made a small wall of 88 °, so it takes me two moldings 44 ° .But for that I must cut the
moldings at 46 ° .I will unfold this wall to see clearly that the part removed is 92 ° reach the
good result of 88 ° angle of the wall.

92 ° angle
cut
88 ° angle
of the wall
Here is the error to cut the level of the wall, if you cut at 44 ° 44 ° you take, but your
molding was 46 °, the striped dial gives the degree cut at 46 °, then the molding was 44
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Combined with the flat cutting angle
Ogees are increasingly broad and headboard
saw some are not enough up to that have
good support can trim or too close to the
blade. The solution to cutting the combined
flat angle. Exact-Angle on you all adjustments to achieve this method cutting. But
first we must know that are 2 kinds of ogees
and reading the angle of the wall should be
taken with the dial rapporteur.

45°/45°

52°/38°

Take the degree of wall
the rapporteur dial.
The closed rule is rotated
clockwise degree reading.
And then go on the charter by
way of molding
or (45 ° / 45 °) or (52 ° / 38 °) to
adjust your saw.
The charter is like lined dial .It
gives you the right
degree cut to arrive
the right result (angle of the
wall) find with the dial
Rapporteur (not lined).
Note only for ogees,
2 charters on the rule.
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You on the Right-Angle all adjustments to the flat cut.
A, B, C: Determine your molding or (45 ° / 45 °) or (52 ° / 38 °)
D: the angle of the wall are (dial rapporteur)
E: the adjustment of the deck (the base of the saw)
F: the inclination of the blade
G: the cutting position (to achieve a internal angle, top = the side of the ceiling)
H: the cutting position (to make an external angle, top = the side of the ceiling)
I: the fitting charter back to the moldings (45 ° / 45 °)
J: the adjustment charter back to the moldings (52 ° / 38 °)
EX: For molding 45 ° / 45 ° for a 90 ° wall
the apron is adjusted to 35.26 ° and is inclined blade at 30 ° (this is the degree of cut)
The result will be 2 moldings at 45 ° for a 90 ° angle (angle of the wall)
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Position your trim properly for flat cut with the top of the technique.
The top = the side that touches the ceiling if you follow this technique, you’ll see more
easily able to cut. To the left of your saw is performed inside corners and
right of your saw external corners.
Ext.3

Int.1

TOP

TOP

Ext.3

Int.1

Int.2

Int.2

Ext.4

TO
P

TOP

Ext.4

Your custom cutting is here forward, your cut will be more accurate because you will have no
obstacles for vision.
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The engineered molding (snapdragon)
Some people are cut ogees
this way, when the angle
of the wall is not 90 ° as it
does not have either the
Exact-angle to cut the lined
dial or perform combined
with the angled cut
charter adjustments. Because
this method is long
to realize, if your molding
to many details, the result
will not be as nice. But
this is a troubleshooting
method as if married to an
existing molding.

Fig,L

Cut your molding to 45 °
internal angle and using a saw or
and from lime remove the part
back to the party before you
find to engineer the cut line
so he could well be married. Fig.L

It may be that you have married your molding
with another molding place already but a different model of your.
So grab your Exact-angle and using
a clamp and a pencil reproduce
curves staying upright on the
new molding.
Your molding must be
position when plotting as
she’ll be asking. Fig.M
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Small tip or trick
If a wall angle of 92 °
and you need 2 moldings 46 ° but
your
plinth is too high for your saw,
and the saw tilts only at 45 °.

Adjust the amount missing to
your rule is 1 ° enter your rule
kerf.
Slide a shingle or other
until in contact with the rule.

Post your molding to be cut.
your saw 45 ° inclined
your molding is raised by 1 °
then the total of the cutting
will be 46 ° to 92 ° your wall
angle.
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For cornices too, here we must cut a 60 ° angle so it gives our deck
an angle of 30 ° and our rule an angle of 30 °, support the ledge against the rule then the end
result will be cut to 60 ° wall angle of 120 °.
To trace the length to cut your trim an external angle> to the end, use the side of your saw to
hold your blade tape measure.
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The Right-Angle 2 dials and dial line is specially
designed to give the degree vai has cut
moldings.La success is guaranteed

Contacter nous
Inno-V-Solutions
2257 rue Notre Dame Est
Thetford Mines (Québec )
G6G-2W4 ( Canada )
Tel: 418-335-2927
Fax: 418-335-2644
innov@bisson-tm.com

